Darlinghurst Academy Curriculum Overview
Term: Summer 1 2022
Year Group: 6
Academy values, British values and SMSC interwoven across the curriculum
Connected Curriculum
Topic title and key subject
Start point
End product
Learning and Life Skills

The Lady of Shallot-poem By Tennyson
The painting-Waterhouse-asking children what the story behind it is.
The story of the Lady of Shallot
Art quiz/Art Gallery
Focus-Think, think ,think
I can, with support, comment on the possible validity of information that I can
find e.g. information found on line or in the media
I can reflect on my own point of view and that of others giving reasons for
opinions and ideas; using evidence to explain my feelings.

Outdoor Learning

Consolidating Living things and their habitats

Maths

Maths revision
Angles and shapes
Volume, Area and Perimeter
Algebra
Fractions –all 4 operations
Percentage word problems
Averages-mean, mode and median
Line graphs and Pie Charts
Reasoning problems-all 4 operations

Writing

Kensuke’s Kingdom –diary entries
The Lady of Shalott









Reading

Speaking and Listening

Starting point
Exploring setting
Enquiry question
Exploring the structure of the poem
Write a poem / prose
Reading images
Freeze frame
Empathy for The Lady of Shalott

Letter of complaint-macaroni cheese and restaurant
Kensuke’s Kingdom
Wolves of Willoughby Chase
Journey to the River Sea
The Lady of Shalott





Hot seating
Choral speaking
Choral performance

PE

Athletics/Sports Day Prep
To be able to throw various equipment accurately and with purpose
whilst using the correct technique.
 To demonstrate/refine a controlled running rhythm and understanding of
pace
 To demonstrate/refine an excellent relay baton change over
 To jump effectively using good controlled technique
Kwik Cricket





Art and Design Technology

Computing
Music
RE
RSHE

French (KS2 only)
Focus topic
Deeper Day
Trips and Visits
Homework

To demonstrate a good knowledge of the game tactics and positional
play when fielding
To be able to strike the ball with purpose and accuracy

Sketching and drawing
Proportion
Mixed media
Lowry
Waterhouse
Pop art movement-Andy Warhol, Lichenstein
E-safety
Next half term
Christianity
Humanism
What matters most to Christians and Humanists?
Relationships
Is it okay to be different?
Is it okay for people to not agree with each others life choices?
Does money really make the world go around?
What is GDP and how does it impact on quality of life?
Is it fair that some people have everything and some have nothing?
Active listening (debating issues)
Colours and Numbers
Days of the week

Climate Change
The Queen’s Jubilee- Year 6 decade-‘The fifties’
Art appreciation afternoon
The Tower of London-after SATs
Magistrates in schools talk
Weekly-Arithmetic, spellings and a research focus

